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The need for a Heritage Statement 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states at paragraph 128 that: 

‘In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the 
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The 
level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to 
understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance’. 

Historic England1 advises that records of historic buildings are generally compiled for amongst other things: 

• to promote the understanding and appreciation of the heritage asset  
• to secure an understanding of a building and its significance so as to inform the preparation of a 

scheme of conservation, repair or alteration 
• to inform decisions relating to the approval or implementation of a scheme of development as part 

of the planning or conservation process 
• to document buildings, or parts of buildings, which will be lost as a result of demolition or alteration 

In order to meet the requirements of the NPPF, this statement has been prepared to help inform and 
accompany proposals affecting this designated heritage asset.  This statement, therefore, details the 
history and development of 28 Leigh Hill, using photographic, map, archival and fabric evidence.  The 
statement includes a photographic record of the building and site in its context.  These photographs are 
cross-referenced to detailed measured survey drawings commissioned to assist understanding of the 
building and the design of future proposals. The statement aims to provide an assessment of the 
architectural or historical significance of the asset against which proposals might be considered.  

This report adheres to the Historic England Level 3/4 specification2 containing a proportionate historical 
and architectural analysis, supported by a comprehensive drawn and photographic record.  This level of 
analysis provides a sufficiently comprehensive record appropriate for buildings of special importance. The 
analysis draws on a range of other sources of information about the building and discusses their 
significance in terms of architectural, social and economic history of the locality.  

This document has therefore been made with the objective of establishing the building's significance and 
recording its form before any works commence.  This has been achieved through research of available 
documentary evidence and careful on-site survey and examination of the building.   

Assistance in the preparation of this document has been given by the client and through him, the previous 
owners of the building and members of the Leigh Society.   

I am a conservation professional with extensive past experience as a conservation officer with the former 
GLC Historic Buildings Division, with Hertfordshire County Council and as a Historic Buildings Inspector 
and Regional Regeneration Adviser for London Region of English Heritage.  I am very familiar with timber 
framed buildings and the vernacular buildings of South East England. 

A key finding is that the building is possibly not as old as the statutory heritage designations suggest it 
might be. 

  

                                                           
1 HEAG099 2006 © English Heritage Reissue date: May 2016 © Historic England 
2 ibid page 27 
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Heritage Designations 
Statutory List Description 

28 Leigh Hill's statutory list entry number is: 1236525.  The building was formally listed Grade II on the 2nd 
June 1989 and is described as follows: 

'Dwelling and commercial premises, now house. Late C18/early C19. Weatherboard over timber 
frame set on brick plinth; gabled slate roof; brick ridge stack. 2 storeys over basement set into 
slope of hill; 2-window range. Square-headed doorways to lower gable end and east elevation; 
early C19 twelve-pane sashes set in moulded wood architraves; similar 20 pane sashes to upper 
(north) gable end, replacing original loading doors. Interior: exposed timber framing with straight 
primary bracing and lodged side purlin roof: former workshop over stable/loosebox to north end. 
An unusual survival of a type of building which was once common in the fishing/ship building 
communities along the riverside'. 

The building is typical of coastal vernacular common to the Essex and Kent shoreline communities of the 
Thames Estuary.  The simple framed construction adopted by shipwrights in the construction of local 
vessels (smacks, bawleys and barges) is reflected in the simple structural composition of the building.   

The building appears to have originally comprised of two distinct functional components, as alluded to in 
the statutory list description above.  A conventional two-up / two-down domestic cottage to the south of the 
range built around a simple central masonry hearth and chimney stack, with a more simple workshop and 
loft accommodation attached to the north.  Weatherboarding provides a simple screen to keep out the 
elements from both parts to the building.  The building presents itself principally to the east, with access to 
the property around the north and south elevations. 

The once slated roof has been replaced with modern concrete tiles over heavy roofing felt. 

On investigation of the building's fabric it is fortunate that the carpenter's marks associated with the 
building's construction are still evident upon the frame's partially exposed soleplate.  This has allowed a 
more accurate potential date for the building to be established.  Through analysis of local records and 
cartographic evidence an insight to the building's origins can be established.   

Other Heritage Designations 

28 Leigh Hill is also situated in the Leigh Conservation Area3 and is specifically described as: 

'being set behind the garages (now no longer there), and possibly representing an old frontage 
line, an attractive grade II listed weather-boarded building set at right angles to the road, probably 
first half of the 17th century. Includes sash windows'.   

The building is specifically identified as a 'landmark building' that contributes positively to the area's 
character and appearance.  

Also in the Conservation Area Assessment, No28 Leigh Hill is described as being one of the few remaining 
mid-late 18th Century survivals and 'a traditional fisherman’s house of the time'4.  There appears to be 
uncertainty, therefore, within the Conservation Area appraisal over the building's likely age and 
provenance; could it be 17th or 18th Century?  It is believed the reference to a 17th Century date of origin 
is more likely to be a typographical error in the publication of the Conservation Area Assessment, however, 
for the reasons given later in this document, it appears clear that the building may still not be as old as 
presupposed by these public heritage designations. 

  

                                                           
3 SoSBC Leigh Conservation Area Appraisal Nov 2010 
4 ibid 3 
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Location 
No28 Leigh Hill is located on the south side of Leigh Hill, a road formerly known as 'Horse Hill' and before 
that 'Turnpike Hill', which linked the Old Town with the Church and what was later to become Leigh 
Broadway.  The property is situated within what is now a predominantly residential street, though the 
adjacent properties have been (or are soon to be) converted to residential use from their former 
commercial uses. 

To the immediate south of the site, a substantial scheme of residential development with basement car-
parking collectively known as 'Bell Sands' is nearing completion.  This major scheme of regeneration has 
had a significant impact upon the character of this part of Leigh and more especially the setting, 
prominence and appreciation of No 28 Leigh Hill, particularly when viewed from the south. 

The river cliff upon which the building stands and projects off of, comprises London Clay Formation clay, 
silt and sands, an unstable geology and prone to slippage.  The site has recently been subject to significant 
ground movement associated with the neighbouring development to the south. 

 

  

Figure 1 Southend on Sea BC: Leigh Conservation Area boundary and heritage designations with the location of 28 Leigh Hill 
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The Building's Origins 
Leigh Hill led up from the original market place to St Clements's Church at the top of the hill.  The High 
Street in the 'Old Town' had historically been the focus of the town's business, the fishing and boat building 
community being quite distinct from the agrarian community to the north.  However, the lack of space in the 
High Street led to:  

"more successful merchant and seafaring families building houses up Billet Lane and Leigh Hill, or 
in the vicinity of the church. Any expansion would have been checked as the port silted up and 
decayed in the 18th century, reducing ‘a once flourished town to a small ruinous village’, as 
Wesley put it in 1748. There would have been a contrast between the impoverished cottages along 
the High Street and the more prosperous houses and farms in the higher part of the parish"5. 

There appears to be no published documentary evidence relating specifically to the construction of 28 
Leigh Hill itself.  However, the 19th Century mapping of Old Leigh and appreciation of the personalities 
associated with the area are well documented.  In addition, by reference to the property's title deeds, local 
directories, census returns and local publications, a picture of the building's origins can be established with 
a reasonable degree of certainty. 

Cartographic Evidence: 

The 1777 Chapman & Andre Map of Essex6 provides only the sketchiest of references to the settlement 
of Leigh and the properties that were then present on Leigh Hill.  It is not possible to distinguish with any 
certainty specific property demises, save it is clear that this part of Leigh Hill was by 1777 already in the 
process of being developed. 

 

  

                                                           
5 ibid 3 
6 Essex Records Office Publication No11 1970 

Figure 2 Extract from the 1777 Chapman & Andre Map of Essex showing Leigh (Lee) 
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The 1847 Tithe Map of Leigh7, however, provides much clearer evidence of property demises including 
positive reference to the existence and ownership of what is now 28 Leigh Hill.  The building is identified as 
being part of a site owned by Mrs Joscelyne and occupied by Thomas Bundock, a noted shipwright in the 
village.   

The site is recorded as comprising a "House, forge, offices and garden".  The property demise is 
associated with adjoining demises to the south and east, also listed as being owned by Mrs Joscelyne (Nos 
20 and 21 on the Tithe Map below).  

The Tithe Map provides a more definitive, though sketched (as opposed to scaled) record of the village 
prior to the coming of the railway in 1854.  The consequences of railway construction were enormously 
disruptive and had profound consequences for not only the built form of the village, but also the social 
fabric and functioning of the settlement. 

Subsequent Ordnance Survey maps in 1875 and later in 1897, 1922, 1939 and indeed 1965 clearly identify 
the building and more particularly suggest its composition as comprising two constituent elements.  

To the immediate north of the property is shown another structure, the old forge of Frederick James 
Joscelyne, seen to the right of the photograph below in the 1890's.  The old forge sits upon the site of what 
are now the three parking bays between 28 Leigh Hill and the road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
7 Leigh Essex Tithe Map 1847 published by Leigh Heritage Centre 

Figure 3: Extract from the 1847 Tithe Map of Leigh - hereditaments numbered 20 and 21 are listed as being 
owned by Mrs Joscelyne, with hereditament No21 occupied also by Thomas Bundock. 

Figure 4: Leigh Hill looking east in the 1890s, the old forge that used to be 
positioned immediately to the north of the subject property is seen to the right 
of the image, on the site of the present car-park for Nos 30-34 Leigh Hill - from 
'Old Leigh - A Pictorial History': John F Bundock, Phillimore & Co 1978 
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Figure 5: 1875 Ordnance Survey Extract of Leigh, the range of buildings then known as Joscelyne Square circled, the subject 
property being to the centre-left of the grouping, the old forge to the top, fronting onto 'Horse Hill', now Leigh Hill. 

Figure 6: 1897 Ordnance Survey Map of Leigh, the two component parts of 28 Leigh Hill now being more clearly evident along with 
the location of the old forge to the north.  Nos 30-34 Leigh Hill to the immediate east are yet to be redeveloped. 
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Figure 7: 1922 Ordnance Survey Map of Leigh, the two component parts of 28 Leigh Hill still evident along with the old forge to the 
north and the neighbouring the new buildings at 30-34 Leigh Hill constructed in 1903 evident to the right of centre. 

 

 

Figure 8: 1939 Ordnance Survey Map of Leigh, showing little progression from the 1922 edition of the OS, the Old Foundry is still in 
evidence immediately to the North of the subject property and fronting onto Leigh Hill - soon to be demolished. 
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Figure 9: 1951 Ordnance Survey Map of Leigh, showing little progression from the 1922 edition of the OS; the Old Foundry immediately to 
the North of the subject property and fronting onto Leigh Hill has been demolished. This is the first time the subject property is shown as a 
single building.  Properties to the south are identified as '1 and 2 Joslin Square' 

 

Figure 10: 1965 Ordnance Survey Map of Leigh, showing the Old Foundry site immediately to the North of the subject property (now 
numbered 28 Leigh Hill) and fronting onto Leigh Hill occupied by three lock-up garages. The properties to the south at'1 and 2 Joslin 
Square' have now been demolished. 
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Early Ownership and Social History 

The 1847 Tithe Map referred to above (fig 3) specifically identifies the property as being owned by Mrs 
Joscelyne, and occupied by Thomas Bundock (1796-1874) a local boat-builder / ships carpenter born in 
Maldon, Essex. 

The building comprised the western part of what was then known as Joscelyne Square (also fig 5 above), 
described as the 'the raised area of land adjacent to Horse Hill'.  As indicated in the Tithe Map, the 
Joscelyne family owned a significant area of land reaching down to the shoreline.   

John Joscelyne (1753-1830) had moved to Leigh in 1780 with his wife Mary (born Woodward 1763-1827).  
Together with raising a family of eleven children, they established the blacksmiths forge in Horse (Leigh) 
Hill and together with the property around, they developed 'Joscelyne Square'.  It has been suggested that 
John Joscelyne's wealth may have been accumulated on the back of nefarious activity that the lawless 
Essex coast had become renowned for8.  His trading interests, along with those of his older sons included 
being recorded as 'vintners'. 

John and Mary's second son, William (1799-1834) inherited the business, with in turn his son, James 
Woodward(s) Joscelyne (1827-1887) carrying on the trade from Leigh Hill.  William Joscelyne died young 
in 1834 and his widow, Mary Ann Joscelyne (ne Gillman) (1807-1867) quickly remarried.  Given William's 
young age, it appears the estate may have been held in trust for the benefit of his son.  James Woodward 
Joscelyne being only seven at the time of his father's death on coming of age inherited the family business 
and land with his wife Kezia Joscelyne. 

By modern standards, the early 1830s may have been a difficult time for the Joscelynes, with William 
passing away in 1834 leaving a young family for his many, mainly female,  siblings to look after.  Property 
was let for income including the land to the south of the forge in Joscelyne Square.  It appears entirely 
appropriate that the property might then have been managed and occupied by the respected local 
shipwright Thomas Bundock as identified in the 1847 Tithe map (Fig 3).  The presence of the Joscelyne 
forge to the north (fig 4) and comprising part of Joscelyne Square reinforces the setting as a local 'hive of 
industry' connected with its readily accessible location close to the estuary shoreline and Leigh Creek in 
particular. 

Fig 11: James Woodwards Joscelyne 1827-1887  Fig 12: Kezia Joscelyne (Ne Orris) 1826- 1897 
 

The Construction of 28 Leigh Hill 

It is fortunate that 28 Leigh Hill exhibits its original carpenter's marks as carved into the soleplate of its 
timber frame.  Many of the mortise and tenon joints between the soleplate and the frames are sequentially 
numbered in roman numerals along the entire length of the west elevation.  These marks clearly indicate 
and establish that the building was constructed as a single composition with two component units of 
accommodation. 

                                                           
8 Joscelyne's Beach: A Memoir of Leigh-on-Sea; Arthur Joscelyne; Desert Island Books 2004 
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The carpenter's name is clearly visible as shown in Figure 13.  The carving, "W THORP" can be easily 
identified, the carving stylistically similar to the roman numeral numbering of the building's vertical frame 
positions on the soleplate, Figure 14. 

Fig13: Carpenter's mark, 'W Thorp' and traces of possible 
 beetle infestation 

Fig 14: Roman numeral frame number positions 

 

The 'W Thorp' is most likely to have been William Thorp Jnr, the carpenter and ultimately village 
undertaker, whose business was originally established in Leigh Hill 1838 and which remains (at least in 
name) in Leigh Broadway today.  The Thorps were established in the village as "funeral furnishers, 
carpenters and builders" 9 from the 1830s onwards.  William Thorp Jnr. remained closely acquainted with 
James Woodward Joscelyne, the ultimate owner of 28 Leigh Hill and Joscelyne Square, indeed, William 
was ultimately listed as an executor of James's estate. 

William Thorp (Senior) arrived in Leigh sometime after 1828 when his last child was baptised in Peldon, 
north Essex.  William Thorp Snr's oldest child was also William, born in Peldon in 1818.  It is this 'William' 
who later became a carpenter, known locally in Leigh as William 'Chippie' Thorp, who in 1838 established 
the funeral furnishing business.  William Thorp Snr's trade throughout is recorded as being that of a baker, 
but in the birth certificate of his last child he is recorded as a labourer.  One can only speculate why he lost 
his baker's job in Peldon and then moved away to Leigh.  It is possible to surmise that he followed his son 
to Leigh where he had business connections. 

The strong balance of probabilities, therefore, is that William Thorp (Junior) is the carpenter or apprentice 
responsible for the framing of 28 Leigh Hill.  Given that he was only born in 1818, the earliest date for the 
building's construction is likely to have been be during the 1830s.  At this time the young William Thorp may 
have been an apprentice carpenter, most probably in the boat-building trade. 

Whilst no records of an apprenticeship for him have been discovered, it is not unreasonable to deduce that 
William Jnr. may have been apprenticed to Thomas Bundock, the shipwright renting land off the Joscelynes 
in and to the south of Joscelyne Square, hence the presence of the young 'Chippie' Thorp's signature on 
the soleplate. 

Mary Ann Joscelyne and possibly her husband William may therefore have been responsible for 
commissioning / permitting the construction of the building at what is now 28 Leigh Hill.  Given the Tithe 
map information, this is likely to have been to meet the needs of Thomas Bundock, shipwright, particularly 
given the site's ready access to the creek.  The building's composition as a cottage with workshop, stable 
and loft attached appears to be consistent with its occupation and use by a shipwright. 

The building, therefore, cannot be as old as the Statutory List Description suggests, or indeed the 
suggestion of an even earlier date within the Conservation Area Appraisal10.  The evidence such as it is 
points to a clear balance of probabilities that the building dates from some time during the 1830s. 

Later 1851 census records show James Woodwards Joscelyne as the blacksmith who occupied and 
resided at the premises known as 1 Joscelyne Square together with his wife Kezia and family. 

                                                           
9 Leigh Hill-History, Buildings & People: Carol Edwards 2011 
10 Ibid 3 
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Later History Deduced from Title Deeds: 

The property's title deeds provide valuable documentary evidence of the building's ownership and 
subsequent occupation since the early 1850s.  Cross-referring the title records with later trade directories 
provide evidence of the building's use through the 20th Century into modern times.  This can be 
summarised as follows: 

• In 1856 James Woodwards Joscelyne (Blacksmith) born in 1827 (son of Mrs Joscelyn), owned the 
freehold of the premises known as 1 Joscelyne Square; 

• The coming of the railway in 1854 effectively severed the property's direct links with the shoreline. 

• J W Joscelyne dies in April 1887, leaving the property in Trust to Henry Thompson(baker), William 
Thorp and his widow Kezia Joscelyne; 

• In 1892 the property was listed as being occupied by Frederick James Joscelyne (James's son) a 
blacksmith born 1851 and his brother, James Joscelyne a metal dealer. 

• Kezia Joscelyn died in 1897, with William Thorp having renounced all power as trustee of probate, 
this being left to Henry Thompson, a well respected local clerk to deal with matters   

• Henry Thompson sold the building (28 Leigh Hill) at public auction in 1897 to Frederick James 
Joscelyne for £400.  Frederick was occupying the forge building fronting Horse Hill (Leigh Hill) as a 
blacksmith.  The sale included the 'timber-built and slated property to the rear' (what is now 28 Leigh 
Hill) which comprised two further lots, the cottage and the adjoining cart-shed, stable and loft, then in 
occupation of Mr A Wilder (and prior to that Kezia Joscelyne). 

• In 1902 Frederick James Joscelyne was listed as the blacksmith and his business listing at the address 
in Leigh Hill carried through to 1930 - referred to as the 'Foundry on Leigh Hill'11. 

• In 1934 Frederick J Joscelyne was listed as residing at "3 Joscelyne Square". 

• The other residents of Joscelyne Square were listed as William Sage (Jnr) at No1 and Charles Davis at 
No2.  From the 1951 Ordnance Survey (Figure 9 above), these properties were situated to the south of 
the subject property and have since been demolished. 

 
Fig15:  28 Leigh Hill as viewed from Bell Wharf in the early 20th Century; 1&2 Joscelyne Square and just visible to the 
extreme right, Nos 3-4 Pleasant Gardens sit between the subject property and the railway (Photo credit Mr S Emery). 

                                                           
11 Kelleys Post Office Street Directories 

28 Leigh Hill 

1&2 Joscelyne Sq. 
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• Frederick James Joscelyne (snr.) died in 1934 leaving the property to his son Frederick James 
Joscelyne (jnr.) - a painter and decorator by trade and to his daughter, Ada Maria Risby. The cost of 
clearing the mortgage on the property had been covered by their sister, Gladys Edith Joscelyne 
(spinster) who in turn conveyed the property to Minnie Elizabeth Joscelyne. 

• In 1949 the register of electors cites Frederick James Joscelyne (Jnr) as occupying No3 Joscelyne 
Square.  Minnie Elizabeth Joscelyne died intestate in February 1949. 

• Around this time, the old forge was demolished to make way for the potential future widening of Leigh 
Hill as a thoroughfare.  In the interim, however, and pending the highway improvement works that were 
never to happen, three garage lock-up stores, serving Frederick Joscelyne's painting and decorating 
business were constructed.  The 1951 OS Figure 9 above shows the vacant site to the north of the 
subject property. These garages, now demolished, stood until 2015 (Figure 17).  

• In 1951, Gladys Edith Shelley (ne Joscelyne) as beneficiary of her sister's estate, sold the property 
(what is now 28 Leigh Hill) to Reginald Thomas Victor Steele of Rochford as an investment.  Access 
rights to the two integral sheds were reserved in covenants attached to the property.  The subject 
property was then let to Douglas and Jean Emery, previously residents of the neighbouring property 
at 30 Leigh Hill.  the Emery family subsequently acquired the freehold to 28 Leigh Hill in December 
1965. 

 

Fig 16:  The late Douglas and Jean Emery in their garden at 
No28 Leigh Hill circa 2000.  To the right is the rear of No30 
Leigh Hill, to the left the integral sheds to the subject 
property and to the rear, the rear of the lock-up garages 
fronting onto Leigh Hill (Photo courtesy of Mr S Emery) 
 

• The Emery's resided at 28 Leigh Hill until 2014. 

The property, therefore, appears to have had little 'fishing' pedigree, the majority of its life being occupied 
by and/or associated with the old forge/foundry on Leigh Hill, letting for investment residential purposes and 
as the long-time residence of a recognised Leigh family, albeit one with close affiliations to the village's 
nautical traditions. 
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What is now 28 Leigh Hill was certainly constructed as a single compositional entity but originally 
comprised two distinct parts as evidenced in the historic mapping and the occupational records.  Together 
with the old forge fronting onto Leigh Hill, the historic addresses of 1, 2 & 3 Joscelyne Square can be 
identified, but the attribution of the correct address to each constituent property is unclear. 

It appears likely that No 3 Joscelyne Square comprised the subject property together with the Foundry on 
Leigh Hill, including the 'cart-shed' and loft.  Nos 1 and 2 Joscelyne Square (also referred to on the 
Ordnance Survey Maps as 'Joslin Square' (Fig 9)) were situated to the south of the subject property and 
were demolished during the 1960s.  Confusingly, however, correspondence to this day from utility 
companies make reference to the subject property as '1 Joscelyne Square, 28 Leigh Hill', though this does 
not appear to have any official standing. 

The Joscelyne family, whilst of local interest and significance, are of insufficient interest nationally to justify 
any special heritage significance by reason of their association with the property. 

 
Fig 17: The pre-existing three lock-up garages fronting Leigh Hill with 28 Leigh Hill behind to the south and the access to the subject 
property to the right of view, adjacent to the flank wall of 26 Leigh Hill (Google Street View 2009). 
 

Modern Times: 

The area around the property has been subject to decline and more recently, regeneration.  Substantial 
developments have taken place in the vicinity of 28 Leigh Hill, notably that associated with the residential 
development at what is known as 'Bell Sands' immediately to the south of the property.  This has had a 
dramatic impact upon the setting of 28 Leigh Hill and the prominent position it once occupied (see Fig18).   

Basement excavation associated with Bell Sands with consequential ground movement on the cliff almost 
had catastrophic consequences for 28 Leigh Hill.  In 2015 substantial ground works and remedial repairs 
involving the reconstruction of the brick apron supporting the timber framed cottage above were required to 
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prevent collapse.  Planning permission and listed building consent were authorised for underpinning and 
reconstruction, though lesser works to stabilise the structure were subsequently authorised.   

The building nonetheless continues to exhibit evidence of this recent movement and distress to its physical 
frame, interior finishes and window/door framing.  However, with completion of the Bell Sands development 
to the south it appears that ground conditions have now stabilised with no recent evidence of any further 
ground movement directly impacting the property.   

The permitted redevelopment of the neighbouring property at 26 Leigh Hill may be about to commence and 
could have further consequences for the structural integrity of 28 Leigh Hill if not adequately safeguarded 
and addressed.   

The collapse of the old Bell Hotel in 2015 is further evidence of the fragility of the ground conditions in the 
locality.  

Fig18: aerial view from the north west showing 28 Leigh Hill in context, February 2018 - the property's prominence on the hill has been 
diminished by the development of Bell Sands to the south.  

To the east of 28 Leigh Hill, Nos. 30-34 Leigh Hill have recently been refurbished and extended.  They 
were previously occupied as commercial premises but were permitted to change to residential use.  The 
old garage block and land to the north of the subject property was demolished to provide dedicated off-
street parking spaces for each of the three new residences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28 Leigh Hill 

Bell Sands 

Fig19: view from the south showing 28 Leigh Hill (centre) in context of Bell 
Sands today (photograph courtesy of Mr S Emery) 
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The Building's Overall Form 
Plan Form 

28 Leigh Hill comprises a simple range made of three/four component bays.  The two southern-most bays 
comprise the original cottage with two rooms at ground and first floor.  These surmount a single lower 
ground floor room.  A shallow void exists beneath the main reception room (Room 1 in Figure 20) 

A simple boxed staircase links the upper floors whilst evidence exists within the floor construction to show 
that a simple stair linked the primary ground floor reception room with the lower ground floor room. 

Ground floor Plan  

 
 
 
 
The range is three bays long 
comprising the cottage built in two 
bays around the masonry chimney 
stack and the workshop/stores and 
office in the third structural bay to 
the north. 

First floor Plan 
 

 
 
 
At first floor level the cottage has 
been connected through Room 4 to 
create a further bedroom in what 
was the former loft over the 
workshops.  

Lower Ground floor Plan 
 

 
 
 
At lower ground floor a small room 
with hearth within the masonry apron 
at the south end of the range opens 
out to exterior.  Behind the chimney 
breast a void beneath the reception 
Room 1 exists with evidence of an 
interior communicating staircase 
between the two rooms in the space 
immediately adjacent to the hearth.    

 
Figure 20:  The building's simple plan form - room numbers provide key to record photographs. 
 

Structure: 

The building comprises a simple box timber-framed cottage supported upon traditional stepped-brick 
foundations and a brick plinth with a more substantial apron providing a base to the southern end of the 
building.  The primary vertical frames/studs comprise 4 x 2 inch (100 x 50mm) set with centres around 14-

Cottage 

Room2                           Room 1         

Cottage 

Room 3                            Room 4         

 

 

Room 5                               

Bay 1 Bay 2 Bay 3 

N 

Workshops / Stores 

 

Former Loft 

Room 6 
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15 inches (350 - 375mm) apart and with 4 x 5 inch (100 x 125mm) corner and door posts.  The frame sits 
upon a 4 x 4 inch (100 x 100mm) soleplate beam.  There are signs of possible past beetle infestation (see 
figure 13 above). 

The timber frame is given strength by jointing the posts onto the soleplate and the provision of simple 
bracing as the principle means by which 'racking' within the frame is avoided. That said, the structure 
displays clear signs of racking, most probably as a consequence of past ground movement. The corner 
posts and their jointing to the soleplate display signs of stress and fracture.  

The existence of simple 4 x 2 inch (100 x 50mm) braces which stiffen the frame together with jointing 
reinforced by simple metal strapping and bolts appear to have been insufficient to resist racking and 
twisting movement within the structure (Figures 23-25).  These braces, however, were intended to help 
keep the frames plumb, level and square and are likely to be found in each frame element of the building, 
roof frames and along wall frames. Braces need to be and are relatively short and are found in opposing 
pairs as structurally they operate in one direction only.  The modest bracing is plainly evident within the 
ground floor workshops/ stores (Figures 21 & 24). The condition of the frame, its jointing and braces in the 
rest of the building's structure is obscured by wall finishes and requires further investigation. 

Further strength and support is given to the box frame by the masonry core to the building comprising the 
chimney breast, associated flues and brick foundations.   

Exterior 

The wall construction as mentioned above is simple, with applied and painted 7 x 1 inch (180 x 25mm) 
feather-edged sawn soft-wood weatherboarding.  Much has been replaced on an as needed basis at 
various dates. The original boarding may not have been sawn.  The weatherboarding may provide a 
degree of simple shear or racking resistance in the structure, but rigidity is primarily provided by simple 
bracing.  The exterior painted finish is unlikely to be original.  The existing boarding is in poor condition 
where most exposed to the weather, exhibiting clear signs of rot and decay. Damaged guttering and 
downpipes compound the issues. 

 

Figure 21 
 
The frame is simply braced sitting 
upon a low brick plinth - the 
simple brick floor sent into the 
ground provides the base to the 
former workshop/ office.   

 

 

Figure 22 
 
Left: Exterior sawn weather 
boarding has been replaced at 
various times.   
 
Right, the boards at high level on 
the exposed south gable are in 
particularly poor condition and 
admit driven rain to the structure   
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Figure 23: North to South long section through the range illustrating the extent of racking in the frame and the drop in the sothern bay 

 

 
Figure 24: Internal elevation of northern bays  
illustrating the simple bracing 

Figure 25: East / West cross section illustrating the drop in the 
frame to the southwest corner of the range.  
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The sash windows are in a particularly poor condition, those giving light to the cottage in the south and 
west elevations which have taken the brunt of the prevailing weather are in particularly poor condition, 
exacerbated by the clear signs of past movement within the building fabric.   

The building has relatively few windows, this probably being on account of the existance of the "window 
tax", which was not repealed until 1851, 156 years after first being introduced.  The four primary sash 
windows aim to maximise the quality of morning and afternoon sunlight and daylight to the original living 
accommodation.  The small windows to the east elevation probably post date 1851. 

The large 'ten-over-ten' sash window to Room 6 in the north elevation (Figure 27) is unlikely to be original 
and probably (as noted in the statutory list description) replaced a larger loading bay to the first floor loft.  
Given the absence of 'horns' on the upper sash of this unusually large window, it is probably safe to say the 
adaptation and the window dates from between 1851 and 1880. 

  
 

 

Figure 27 
 
Left: The large ten-over-ten sash 
window was probably replaced a 
loading bay door with larger 
vertical proportions.   
 
Right: The only windows in the 
east facing elevation, the upper 
being a casement, are much 
altered and probably post date 
the abolition of the window tax 
in 1851. 
  

 
 

The building stands upon a brick plinth with a deeper brick apron beneath the first bay enclosing the lower-
ground floor.  This was substantially rebuilt in 2016 following earlier ground movement.  These substantial 
remedial works appear to have stabilised the building, though the replacement door and window to the 
south elevation are crude modern interventions. 

Figure 26:  The exposed sash windows on the west and south facing elevations exhibit an advanced state of deterioration. 
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The roof is of simple structural design with side purlins, tie beams and collars preventing spread of the 
rafters.  The original slate shingles have been completely replaced, utilising readily available modern 
concrete tiles. This was probably a well meaning renovation to replace the original failing finishes that 
permitted water penetration from driven rain and consequential damage to interior ceilings.  The concrete 
tiles are of considerably heavier weight than their slate predecessors. 

  

    

 

Figure 28: Above, the building stands upon a simple brick plinth, the soleplate having fractured (right) on the west elevation. 

Figure 29: Above, the brick plinth has recently been rebuilt whilst the resultant (right) window and door details are crude replacements  

Figure 30: The roof has been replaced with modern concrete tiles and impermeable roofing felt to halt water ingress and interior damage.  
Note twist in the building's frame with consequential drop to the south west corner. 
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Interior 

Internally, the cottage element of the range exhibits common and simple lath and plaster wall finishes.  In a 
number of places the plaster has failed and is damp, largely around the degenerating window openings.  
Elsewhere in the cottage, the plaster walls exhibit stress cracking and delaminating finishes.  This is 
variously on account of the frame's movement, past water ingress and gradual and natural degradation of 
the organic lime and horsehair plaster finish.  

Past repairs to the interior plasterwork have been undertaken utilising modern gypsum based plaster skims 
and plasterboard particularly in the south west corner of the building. 

Figure31: Room 2 with damp and poor plaster. 
 
 

Figure32: Room 3 exhibiting modern plaster repairs and failing lath 
and plaster with water ingress around failing frames.  

Figure33: Room 4 Figure34: Room 6 the former loft converted in to accommodation 
in the early 1950s  

Within reception Room 1, simple painted tongue and groove close board panelling is to be found up to 
dado level.  This shows signs of damp and past water penetration.  The staircase to first floor from Room 1 
is also enclosed with close boarded tongue and groove planking to ceiling level.  The steeply raked 
enclosed staircase with winders at the foot directly off Room 1 has clearly moved and like much of the rest 
of the structure exhibits sign of past stress.  

Figure 35 : Reception Room 1 with painted close boarding to dado 
level again showing signs or water penetration 

Figure 36:  Reception  Room 1 looking towards the boxed-in 
staircase opening directly off the room with winding treads 
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Figure 37  The boxed-in staircase opens directly off the ground floor 
parlour with narrow winding treads.  
 
 

 
Figure 38:  The dark, enclosed staircase rakes steeply to the 
small first floor landing, with poor headroom beneath box 
cupboard  

The ground floor workshop and stores have no interior finishes and the former loft above (Room 6) has 
been boarded in plywood and skimmed with modern plaster, most probably in the early 1950's at the time 
of the building's sale by the Joscelynes (Figure 39).   

The skirting to Room 6 and door architrave into the space is consistent with an early 1950s installation.  
The electrical bar heater dates from the early 1950s (Figure 40).  

The building is therefore likely to have been 'refurbished' following its sale to Reginald Steele of Rochford 
as an investment in 1951, prior to being let to the Emerys. 

 

 

Figure 39:  Left, the 
relatively modern simple 
joinery finishes and 
modern plaster in the 
former loft, Room 6 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40: Right, the 
simple 1950s door 
architrave and wall fitted 
electric heating appliance.   

 

Ceilings have also been replaced.  This was undertaken following past water damage.  The ceilings to all 
the cottage principal rooms exhibit the use of modern plasterboard with plaster skim finishing.  Modern 
'artex' has been applied to the ceiling of Room 3 (Figures 41 & 42).  There are the remains of a badly 
damaged lath and plaster ceiling in the lower ground floor Room 5 (Figure 43). 
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Figure 41: Modern 'artex' coated plaster board ceiling to Room3   Figure 42: Modern plain plaster board ceiling to Room 6    
 

The lower ground floor has been rebuilt and the pre-existing WC removed.  Fragmentary stone flags and 
concrete provide the floor finishes at this lower level. There is no damp-roof membrane in evidence.  It is 
understood that the brick plinth and masonry chimney stack stand upon conventional stepped-brink 
foundations.  These were exposed during the remedial works undertaken in 2016.  

Figure 43: Lower ground floor Room 5 showing hearth, damaged 
ceiling and rebuilt masonry walls, and to the left of picture, the 
location of the staircase down from Room 1 

Figure 44: Lower ground floor Room 5 floor finishes, badly 
damaged at the time of remedial works 

 

The ground floor of the cottage has simple floor planking overlaid by modern floor vinyl, with the workshop 
and shed floor finishes comprising bricks in part loosely laid upon compacted earth and overlain by years of 
detritus (Figures 45 & 46) .  The first floor has simple planking throughout overlaid by several layers of floor 
vinyl (Figures 47 & 49). 

Figure 45: Ground floor workshop floor with loosely set bricks .... Figure 46: ...over laid by years of accumulated detritus. 
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Figure 47: First floor planking Room 4 beneath multiple layers of 
vinyl  

Figure 48: Ground floor Room2 with plain vinyl covering over floor 
boards - note mould to damp plasterwork (condensation).  

 

The interior doors and associated ironmongery are all of modest character, simply panelled and typical of 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries.  

 

   
 

 

The skirting boards and door architraves within the principal upper floor Rooms 3 and 4 (reference Figure 
20) exhibit simple decorative moulding whilst the doorway through to Room 6, the former loft, exhibit 
altogether plainer architraves and skirting boards that were more fashionable in the post War early 1950s 
(Figure 39 & 40).  These differences suggest the enlargement of the living area coincided with the sale of 
the property by the Joscelyne family for the purpose of residential letting.   

The post-war 'modernisation' of the property included the installation of gas for heating, cooking and 
lighting.  As discussed earlier in this document, the Emery family occupied the property in the early 1950s 
as tenants and became owners of the building in the mid 1960s, introducing their own modernisation 
including enhanced gas heating to the ground floor living room. 

Figure 49: The interior exhibits simple joinery and metalwork typical of its age, door joinery appears to be early 20th century. 
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Figures 50: Fire places: 'modern' gas fired heating in Room 2 within rebuilt 
hearth and modern fire surround in Room 3, both 1960s vintage. 
 

 

Evidence of the former loft (Room 6) being connected with the workshop, office and stores below is to be 
found in the floor structure between ground and first floors (photos Figures 51 & 52).  Adjacent to the 
interior wall with the cottage is evidence of an opening through the floor that would have provided access to 
the loft from the office below.  This is now boarded up with different floor planking.  A steep stair of the type 
that would have been required is common in sail lofts and workrooms around the coast.   

Figure 51: Altered ceiling structure indicates position of former 
access to the loft above 
 

Figure 52: The floor boards in Room 6 indicates position of the 
former access to the loft from the workshop and offices below 

  
 
Figure 53: Left, a comparable staircase within a local Essex sail loft 
to that which would have provided access between the ground 
floor workshop and the first floor loft space (Room6) in the 
location identified in Figures 51 & 52 above. 

 

 

Similarly, evidence of a similarly steep communicating staircase between reception Room 1 and lower 
ground Room 5 can still be discerned within the floor to Room 1. A trap-door is likely to have given access 
to via a staircase/ladder to the lower ground floor room.  
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Figure 54: the location below Room 1 to the west and north of 
the chimney breast, displaying evidence in the floor structure 
above for the location of the access between Rooms 1 and 5   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 55: the void below Room 1  

 

 

Structural Issues and Past Movement  
The building has been the subject of structural movement in 2016 associated with subsidence arising from 
the ground works connected with the development of Bell Sands immediately to the south of the property.  
It is understood that excavation of the land to the south was undertaken with insufficient restraint having 
been given to the land above.  This resulted in land slip beneath the cottage.  A fractured water supply pipe 
may have exacerbated matters.  At the time of the subsidence, extensive fracturing within the supporting 
brick apron was clearly evident and concern was raised for the structural integrity of the entire building.   

Consulting engineers PBA were appointed and listed building consent obtained for the emergency 
structural repairs deemed necessary to stabilise and support the structure.  Details of the works that were 
ultimately undertaken and the methodology behind them are appended to this document (Appendix 1).  
Extensive underpinning was not found to be necessary and instead temporary support for the frame above 
and sequential rebuilding of the brick apron beneath the southern half of the range were deemed sufficient 
to alleviate the issues evident at that time. 

The south west corner of the building nonetheless appears to have dropped, whilst the timber frame above 
appears to have flexed and twisted in a south westerly direction.  Whether the drop in level to the south 
west corner of the building is entirely attributable to the recent ground movement is open to conjecture.  It is 
possible that movement may have been occurring over a much long period of time.  Nevertheless, the 2016 
episode of ground movement was significant and required substantial remedial work which necessarily 
required the rebuilding of the lower ground floor brick enclosure to Room 5.   

The recently undertaken detailed measured survey (separate record drawings CADPlan reference No 
9969-01-A1 - 9969-06-A1 inclusive) provides sections and elevations that clearly illustrate the extent of 
movement within the building's fabric see extracts at Figures 56 and 57.   
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Figure 56: the existing surveyed west elevation illustrating a drop of between 100 and 150 mm over the southern end of the range. 

Figure 57:  the existing surveyed section illustrating the racking, twist and drop in the frame towards the south west end of the range 
 

Location of fractured/ missing soleplate 
indicative of the southern end of the 

range sinking more than the north 

Direction of 
twist and fall 

Evidence of lateral 
movement - racking 
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The building and its frame, therefore, exhibits signs of racking, twisting and subsidence.  This is likely to 
have exposed individual members within the frame to excessive loads with the potential for mechanical 
failure. Such twisting can happen if amongst other things: 

• foundations have moved,  
• a soleplate beam has deteriorated, 
• the frame studs are inadequately braced 

28 Leigh Hill certainly exhibits foundation movement and soleplate degradation.  Without further 
investigation by removal of the exterior weatherboarding, the adequacy of bracing or integrity of the frame's 
studs and jointing cannot be fully determined.  The forces of compression, tension and torsion within the 
building's fabric may lead to further mechanical damage when the timbers are no longer able to absorb 
continued movement.  Failure may occur in the form of joint failure, plate or post fracture and within the 
roof, rafter spread, each potentially leading to collapse.   

The building exhibits signs of possible joint failure, plate and post fracture.  The exterior of modern painted, 
feather edged weather-boarding is fixed directly to the vertical frames.  Failure in the external 
weatherboarding on account of the building's hitherto exposed position has permitted water ingress and the 
potential for decay.  This is particularly evident on the south elevation and the south west corner of the 
building.   

 

Figure 58: The soleplate has fractured and is non-existent in part     Figure 59: Corner posts and frame jointing lack integrity.  
 

Other well-meaning past alterations or 'improvements' such as the re-roofing of the building with 
significantly heavier concrete tiles than the original slate shingles may also have induced further stress 
upon the structure.   

As noted above, the sliding sash windows in the south and west elevations are visibly distorted, cracked 
and rotten.  The failure of these windows is likely to be associated with the frame's twisting and movement, 
possibly over a prolonged time frame.  The window heads and cills are out of true with the sashes; this has 
enabled weather and water penetration to the fabric.  Deterioration and damage to the interior finishes is 
evident and may potentially extend to the frames either side of the window boxes. 

The racking and twisting of the frame is further evidenced by the principal door entry to the property, and 
the openings to the workshop/sheds.  These no longer swing fully and are manifestly out of plumb.  The 
opening of joinery in the staircase and stress induced cracking and failure of internal finishes within the 
southern rooms of the range all point to the need for investigation and further remedial work to arrest the 
potential for further deterioration in the building's fabric. 
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Conclusion 

 

28 Leigh Hill is an evocative survival of the craft-based occupations and simple vernacular accommodation 
typical of coastal communities and Leigh on Sea before 20th century.  The building has no historical 
associations of national merit or local significance, but rather the heritage significance of the building 
resides in the simplicity of its construction and legibility of its plan form. The simple range of 
accommodation originally comprised a two-up-two-down cottage with associated workshop(s) and loft. 
Latterly, in the early 1950s, the loft space has been assimilated into the cottage. 

The buildings' previously prominent and visible location from the sea shore has been significantly affected 
by the recent development of Bell Sands to the south and west.  The setting of the building and its heritage 
significance in this part of the Leigh Conservation Area has arguably been compromised by this recent 
development through its further visible separation from Leigh Creek, with which it was originally directly 
connected.   

Nevertheless, as a structure of modest scale, simplicity of form and detailing, such buildings have 
frequently been lost due to their relatively lightweight construction and constrained accommodation. This 
makes No.28 an interesting vernacular survivor, elegant in its simplicity. 

Research has concluded that the building is not as old as the statutory heritage designations suggest.  This 
does not necessarily diminish the building's significance but preservation on account of its age alone would 
not be justified.  Many such vernacular buildings exist around the Thames Estuary coast. The building has 
been clearly placed within the social and economic fabric of the growing village of Leigh in the early 19th 
century, just before the coming of the railway.  This has shown the building has had a long association with 
a family of blacksmiths as opposed to fishermen.   

The relative poverty that saved this building from redevelopment or significant change, however, has also 
been the likely cause of insufficient maintenance and past ill-advised alterations. This lack of previous 
maintenance and the building's elevation and exposure to weather, suggest that the stud frame now 
requires an overhaul and strengthening with possible treatment for beetle infestation and potentially wet rot 
repairs.  

Recent significant subsidence arising from neighbouring development and past historic ground movement 
has clearly placed strain upon the frame and the interior fabric.  The building's frame joints and bracing will 
need investigation and likely remedial work.  This will necessitate removal of the external weatherboarding. 
The interior plasterwork is in a poor condition. The sash windows are also twisted and badly rotten in a 
number of areas.  Few of the interior or exterior doors fit their openings.  

Ill-advised changes that are continuing to harm the building include re-roofing with inappropriate heavy 
concrete tiles rather than the lighter original slate roofing.  Artex plaster work and the extensive use of 
plaster board ceilings and wall repairs detract from the building’s interior.  

The problems of condition are undoubtedly exacerbated by the challenging marine climate and the 
building's previously exposed location prior to the development of Bell Sands. The weather boarding being 
applied directly to the frames provides limited protection from the weather.  It is vital that the decay of the 
building is halted by timely appropriate repair and sustainable upgrading to a reasonable standard for 
continued occupation.  

In order that the building might be assured a sustainable future as a residence, it is therefore crucial that 
modern services, including heating and beneficial ventilation are introduced together with the inclusion of 
appropriate hydroscopic vapour permeable insulation.  The opportunity should now be taken to achieve all 
this together with the structural stabilisation and repair of the building in a sympathetically planned scope of 
works.    

 



 

Appendix 1 
 

 

PBA Consulting Structural Engineers 

2016 Foundation repairs in respect of subsidence claim - approved details   

 












